Plugin Superscript

Use this wiki plugin to render characters as superscript text. It is the equivalent of using `<sup></sup>` tags in HTML.

Parameters

There are no parameters required - only the text between the `SUP` tags is needed.

Examples

Basic Example

*This code:*

```
This is regular text{SUP()}and this is superscript{SUP}
```

*Produces:*

This is regular text and this is superscript

Example with Formatted Superscript

*This code,*

```
This is regular text{SUP()}''and this is italic superscript''{SUP}
```

*Produces:*

This is regular text and this is italic superscript

Related pages

- [PluginFootnote](#) and [PluginFootnotearea](#) - these plugins work together to add automatically numbered footnotes to a page
- [PluginSub](#) - applies subscript formatting to text